Aktmcz-We present a fast algorithm for two-dimensional median fiitering. It is based on storing and updating the gray level histogram of the picture elements in the window. The algorithm is much faster than conventional sorting methods. For a window size of m X n, the computer time required is O(n).
I. INTRODUCTION
T UKEY [ 13, [ 2 ] was among the first who suggested the use of median filters for signal smoothing. More recently, Rabiner, Samgur, and Schmidt
[3] and Jayant [4] applied median filters to speech processing;Pratt [5] and Frieden [6] applied them to image processing.
In terms of image processing, median filtering is defmed as follows. Let [xij] be the matrix representing a digitized image.
Then the result of the median filtering with an m X n (where m, n = odd integers) window is an image [yij] where yij is equal to the median of the gray levels of the picture elements lying in an m X n window centered at the picture element xij in the input image. Throughout this paper, by an m X n window, we mean a window which has m pels in the horizontal direction and n pels in the vertical direction. In computer calculation, the output image is usually computed in the convenAlthough it is well known that median filtering is useful for reducing random noise (especially when the noise amplitude probability density has large tails) and periodic patterns, theoretical results on its behavior are nonexistent in the open literature. Recently, Tyan [7] and Justusson [8] have obtained some interesting analytical results. Justusson studied the statistical behavior of median filters, while Tyan studied the fixed points of median filtering among other things. We hope their results will be published soon.
In this paper, we are concerned with only the computational aspects of two-dimensional median filtering. Conventional sorting methods, such as Quicksort [9] , are time-consuming. To obtain the median of m X n numbers, the average number of comparisons is typically proportional to mn assuming the original ordering is random.
The fast algorithm we report here requires only approximately (2n t 10) comparisons. 
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A FAST TWO-DIMENSIONAL MEDIAN
FILTERING ALGORITHM In doing median filtering, we are computingrunningmedians. From one output picture element to the next, the m X n window moves only one column. To get the numbers in the new window from those in the preceding window, we throw away n points and add in n new points. The remaining mn-2n numbers are unchanged. To take advantage of this, a fast median filtering algorithm is developed which is based on storing the gray level histogram of the mn picture elements (pels) in the window, and updating it as the window moves.
The algorithm consists of the following steps:
Step I: Set up the gray level histogram of the first window and find the median. Also, make the count, ltmdn of the number of pels with gray level less than the median.
Step 2: Move to the next window by deleting the leftmost column of the (previous) window and adding one column to the right. The histogram is updated. So is the count ltmdn. Now ltmdn stores the number of pels in the current window having gray levels less than the median of the previous window.
Step 3: Starting from the median of the previous window, we move up/down the histogram bins one at a time if the count ltmdn is not greaterlgreater than [number of pels in a window divided by 21 and update the count ltmdn until the median bin is reached.
Step We note that the storage requirement of the algorithm is minimal. Mainly, we have to store the histogram which occupies 256 locations if the image amplitude is quantized to 8 bits.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON COMPUTING TIME REQUIREMENTS
The Fortran version of the fast median filtering algorithm was applied (on the PDP 11/45 computer) to six images.
Images
1) Girl, original; 2) Girl, with BSC noise; 3 j Girl, with Gaussian noise ; 4) Airport, original; 5) Airport, with BSC noise ; 6) Airport, with Gaussian noise.
Each image contains 256 X 256 picture elements and 8 bits (256 gray levels) per picture element. Images 2) and 5 ) were obtained by passing images 1) and 4), respectively, bit by bit through a binary symmetrical channel with a bit error probability of 0.035. Images 3) and 6) were obtained by adding to images 1) and 4), respectively, zero-mean white Gaussian noise.
The signal-to-noise ratios of all four noisy images are approximately 19.5 dB. Images 1)-6) are shown in Fig. 1 (a) -(f), respectively. The median-filtered results (using a 3 X window) are shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(f) .
As a comparison, the Quicksort algorithm was programmed in Fortran and applied to the same six images. In running each of the six images, the average number of comparisons per window (i.e., per output point) and the computational time per image are measured. The results are listed in Tables  I-IV . The results for the two images with BSC noise are also plotted in Figs. 3 and 4 . As we can see, the histogram method is much faster than the Quicksort method. According to these results, for median filtering with an n X n window, the computer time required for the first is approximately O(n), and for the second O(nz). Some of the nonsquare rectangular windows are also used. For an m X n window (moving horizontally), the computer time required is approximately O(n).
N. ANALYSIS
We show that for the fast median filtering algorithm, the average number of comparisons per window is approximately 2n t mt 1.5 t 0 . 5~~ where n X n = square window size or m X n = rectangular window size po = probability of d being zero in one picture 
Q.E.D. Note: This analysis ignores the comparisons made in finding the median of the first window in each line. That, on average, amounts to mdn/(q -m) comparisons per window for an q X r image, an m X n filtering window, and mdn being the average median of the first windows in each line. This additional number of comparisons can be significant compared to (1) for large number of gray levels and small image size in the horizontal direction. This effect can be easily eliminated by applying the proposed algorithm vertically at the end of each line and scanning alternate lines in reverse direction.
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